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_——-— re led to 

of conspirators who (we a 

My most: vivid 1 

Jones Harris is that he always wore a - suppose) did not have the best 

straw hat: Even, indoors he seemed to- interests of the United States at heart. - 

‘prefer to keep it on. That, and the - “Slaying. Watergate Link 

_ fact that he _ never would write. Claimed,” says a headline in an issue 

anything down on paper, “On that of fast month's Dallas Times Heraid. . 

The slaying is that of John Kennedy, — 

_score, | remember D.A. Jim Garrison, 

my boss, once saying that we didn’t 

eyen have a sample of Jones’ hand-- 
and ‘the “link” is alleged by members 

of something called Assassination 

Information Bureau, “based in Cain 

wri ting. a ne 

This disinclination on Jones” part. . bridge, Mass.” ‘Who Shot Robert 

Kennedy?” Harper's inquires on its — 

to. write anything | down. was most 

uncharacteristic of conspiratorialists— - 

a deliberatcly convoluted word {have | 

coined—most of whom were, as far as | 

i could tell, highly prolific. memo and 

letter writers. And working for Jim 

Garrison, as I:then was, on his i-fated 

Kennedy assassination investigation, | 

met most of ‘the conspiratorialists of 

. ‘those years. Jones Harris was one who 

\,. remains in my mind.) oo. 

3 That was in 1967'and 1968. Now, 

“seven years jater, there seems to be a 

_ widespread return to the same vein of 

“conspiracy, ‘thinking, (3 

— with: the. possibility. 

another of the | 

years \ as committed at the instigation 

nn
 

isa writer based; in New | 
Toin Bethel: 
Orleans.’ fe. worked. ‘for. James Garrison 

1967-68. 

on The Washington Monthly/ March 1975 

wor 4 

smostly.. dealing - 

that. one , or: 

assassinations injrecent 

tha - Garrison days 

‘cover, and the accompanying article 

‘by Betsy Langman. and Alexander 

Cockburn suggests. that the answer 

may not be just old Sirhan Sirhat. 

The. Martin Luther King case has 

received the attention of Ron Rosen- 

baum in The Village. Voice, in an 

article devoted primarily to expound- 

ing assassination, puff Harold. Weis- 

_ berg’s view that James Earl Ray was 

“framed.” 

The Realist, a 

monthly put out by. Paul Krassner, . 

devotes .an ‘entire issue to: Mae 

Brussell’s. “Conspiracy. Newsletter” 

(How I do remember. her from my 

1). And interviewed in a. 

recent issue of Rolling Stone, Norman. 

Mailer. says: “‘T have. come around. 

again: to the thesis that Marilyn 

once-amusing 

3l 



ea {Monde}: ‘wad “murdered,” i, 
‘” (posed murdet, “Mailer believed, night. 

a ‘implications: than | Watergate” had it 
have’ become “larger fn: its.. seeming’: 

i a “beet | discovered. Mailer’s explicatioit 
A. Of, what. the: motive of the murdeters | 
 migit have. been is as convoluted as.” 
the word conspitatotialist. Soa 

‘. will cite: just one other eitample— 
van article - by” ‘Gore — Vidal iti: the 
"December 13, 1973, 3, issue of, The. New 

~ whitings of 
what 5 umptoaaly. 1 at ‘Vidal 
asks at one: point: ‘Since, it is tiow | 
‘clear to everyone éxcept perhaps Earl - 
Warren - that. Oswald: was | part | of a 

“conspiracy, who " were |. fis” fellow 
’ Conspirators?’ ” Vidal’s ‘article - makes 
. for: amirsing reading, ' but: it’ is, clear . 
that “he, too, is ‘erimesfied itt the fiets 
‘of cofispiratorialism. Pll ail 

. Reading through il “thid iid other 
 matettal-some of. it. by;"or dealing 

‘the sar pte eW. back it 

toes 

o This sup-' witness. who, apart from. testifying 

that. he had-heard Shaw discussing * 

assassitiatitig Kennedy, was.under the: 

impression that the government. stole” 

“into his house from time to. time and 

‘substituted. “dead ringers”» for his. 
children, who then spied on. him. (To 
foil the government, he periodically 

‘fingerprinted his children.) Needless: . 

to say, Garrison's people. were. not | 

anxious for the man’s eccentricity to - 

‘emerge in testimony, and thus wanted | 

thé. déferise to fave as little time. as_ | 
possible to uncover it. When a 

“discovered that Garrison was. indeed. 

planning: to put this matt on the. 

witness stand (4s he in fact did,” 
indicating better thart anything else 

‘the ‘shortcomings of _ his: case), . 

.decidéd that the time had: come: to. ) 

tam the necessary information over to 
Shaw. For my petfidy. was’ charged: » 

by Garrisort with “unauthorized. use. 

of movable goods,” a charge: that was 

never brought to trial and has since. 
, been dtopped. 

"T ‘promptly fell into disfavor ‘with 

1 a8 a “Jonies Harris and other conspiratorial © 
sts. Some* of them, F later ‘heard, ' 

ee “atitomidtically’ relegated: me « to CA 

attisait i ‘Tdties. 
'Pédéptior described himself tora Times 

iy witht 

sidered. Jones a charming fellow, arid , 
hé demonstrated the first: duality of 

. conspitatorialists that I want: to bring 
_ out: their love of complexity. 

- Jortes Hartis,' the son of Bidadway 
: ‘producer Jed, Harris and actress Ruth. 

swift succession; had lurich 
with New York Review editor Robert 
Silvers, dinner with, Norman: Maiter, 

ta with! Lady. Jean, Campbell, 
#d*:: Beavérbrdok’s'’ grariddaughtet ” 

tian Mailer’ s third wife. Later y 
‘in The New. York. ‘Times. ‘that 
mmdrriéd a 'Variderbitt: and at thé 

nae 2 a: “freelance: Teséatcher ! 
Th s when, I 

stigative jaunts 
; > phofess6 

one of ‘Hi 
Rich 

* §tatus.: Nevertheless, I always’, con+ i 

“oety One | you had. ever. t heard: of in “ 
» New York,’ and it was" throvgh him’ 
that, tae 



ie 4} volved—three.. Oswatds !—is "a: 

philosophy at.’ the - Univeisity of 
_ California ih Sart Diego and. the author 

~ of a’ highly implausible . book - called: 
The Second.’Oswald, which may bes 
briefly summarized as follows: | 
-In the course of its investigation, 

the Warren Commission produced 
evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was 
in two .places at once—martifestly 
impossible. Although inost, if not all, 
of. this’ contradictory: eviderice was 
-either fleeting observation or from 

unreliable. witnesses, and. thus could 
be disntissed as cases’ ‘of inistaken 
‘identity: (it would be. surptising if 
some such evidence did not emerge ift 
the course of so wide-ranging and well- « 
publicized a case), 
postulate . that. there were two Os- | 
walds. -- 

No - matter. 1. remember’ once 
having. dinner with Jones in the 
Pontchartrain ‘ Hotel‘in- New Orleans 
and outlining: this , and Other diffi- 
culties «concerning: the “second 
“Oswald” ’ theory.” Jones replied per- 
-fectly ‘seriously,.. “There - were: three - 
-Oswalds, you know.” My mouth must 

. have fallen’ open. “And. two ‘Jack | 
-Rubys,” he added for good measured: I ! 
. think it must have been around that 
time’ that I began’ to give’ serious . 

- consideration .to’ the possibility : ‘that 
' Oswald shot the . President att. alone 

os and unaided ae ae 

Popkirt chose to ; 

hak “the: vextraotdinary: ‘complexity ie 
funda. 

« mental chiractéristic of gcsbicttdeel 
4st! ‘teasoning.- Philosépheérs 0 

paint.out. that. any, bélief; inore oF Le 
1 cart Pe sustained , if; -the Believer. a 

| : : belief: vith 

letn ‘is. that. the. results 
et 

He Te spat ‘dhatior 
préfetied to the compli 

‘Th vat aulgmatic pase tis 

“ 

the two ‘rival inodels: of the solar 

system: do: the sun and planets: go 

around. the earth? Or vice versa? 

Because there. is no absolute and fixed 

poitt in spdce, it is possible to argue 

the question. But the description of 

the paths followed by the planets if 

they encircle. the earth is very 

complex; whereas the 

argued, the Copernican model is true. 

In this instance the criterion of 

simplicity acts as a final court of 

appeal in the establishment of truth. 

Consider another famous case. Is 

the earth round or flat? it is possible 

to argue» that it is flat and yet 

‘| once wetit to a lecture given by a 

member’ of the Flat. Earth Society, 

and it was. surprising how similar his 
reasoning was to that of the various 

cotispitacy theorists I have known. A 

Flat-Earthet, for instartce, is likely to 
tell you that the moon. landings never 

NASA is: really; tdok. place, that 
collaborating with the CIA to deceive 
the Russiaris and the 
peoplé. - . . Sound familiar? To believe 

the eatth is flat one must also believe 

that a large’ number of people are 
-workitiz assiduously to deceive our 

minds, and it is, in the end, just so 

“inuch simpler: to conclude that this 
- bonspirdcy does not exist. 

‘But your average conspiratorialist 

_ Sees littie merit in the argument from 

4 standpoirit of: simplicity. To accept 

the dnipte-explandtion, he feels; is just 

 sitaple-rinded: Somehow conspiracy 
‘theorists seem, above all, determined 

*. never: to ibe: accused of being naive. 

. Gore: Vidat gives this impression in his | 
“most: ° eotidescending ‘referetice to 

Americans’ being quite at home with 

~ the batty’ ' kifler: who acts alone in 

étdér, to :be*;on television.” Jones 
| Harris; tathet than drop back dowh to 
othe: simmpte. and. pethaps rather.“‘naive” 

Atypothesis. vof one. Oswald; ‘tries to . 

“gesque the sHaky: two-Oswald theory, 
by adding on another Oswdld. 3) 00.52" ~ 

othe | time. after this meeting’ with 
Jones; tasked hint what he was ‘going © 

te do wher, the Kennedy assassination 

Copernican 

tiodel—ellipses—is simple. Thus, it is - 

maintain an appearance of rationality. . 

American © 
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A 
v3 ‘and for ‘those 

mystery “began 10: ‘pall. ‘ow ‘him: (i did family in “the gam
e. wa 

not imagine the would want to go. One who : believe. in an. all- ~pervasive © {A 
a: 

mancuveriog - “Oswalds and. Rubys couspifacy, the fact that the CIA} itselt 
) 

around in his’ mind indefinitely) ) His is presently, « » being, . investigated by 
me 

‘answer was ‘{luminating.. 
he governinent , ig gencics jg bound {0 

4 

said, “{ expect Vili go back "5 my become ‘an. sintegral p
art of tbe 

8 

earlier: studies.” - What were they conspiracy. | itself, 
a 

 about?, I asked. “The argument about Vidal, . his | “giseussion of £. 
, "4 

plays.” he Howard. Hunt g writings, demonstra
tes ad 

point he argucs 

a replied... 

7 vam persua 

“torialists share, t 

\. conundrums, mys 

example), and 

-to omy" interest 

a ao theories are. 

nae irrefutable. i, 

“for, example, 

. “encompassing
 

: of Zion like t 

that. happens 

ee belief that t 

Nowadays;
 | 

34 

who: wrote Shakespeare Ss 

Other 

: ‘mately prove, Jimpossi 

Was They re Al 
May” 

Another. common. 

" spiratorialist. thinkin 

cuss the cons 

ded that ‘most. conspira-
 

his love of” puzzles, 

teries, and the unex 

rtainly in my 

dit no doubt contributed 

- the Kennedy © 
in; 

_ assass 

g is 
one 
have. right-wi 

who discuss 

f the Elders 
conspiracy 0 

hat. Absolute 

tends to. con. 

he conspiracy is 

Jeft-wingers. dis- 
notice, 

piracy of t the 

1mnHT ogether 
All ye

 

feature ‘of con... -aCLOss ° 

way. OL: another, - 

much 
back- | o 

ination 

‘that their -me in 

“ways 

ng friends, ».thing: ‘oy TO
 

‘their alk ‘be: ‘concerne 

is 

ty anything ¥: 

firm their! op 

working. 

Rockefs eller 

ite raté. 

chet ., something,’ so 

“therefore AW 

to: Silvers’ if--as [ex 

‘on large! 

a SAS * 

groundless. ~ 

-gentleman cath 

this: tendency~
 AL one 

‘that. cActhur- 
Bremer. 

written by: Bret 

Awkward | fact tha 
teratc, 

of the diary 

ad © ‘COUTSE, | ah ap 

to me. 

plashy: | ‘Gave 

ne r 

orried a 

is ith 
at 6) 

| plained. It’s ce 

ground (by the time | was 16 1h 

-yead just about all there. was to read | “thoy? s that, 

“yhout the Loch Ness Monster, for’ ‘Witeracy and oe ten
 

hat 

duri ng 

a. “between you 

does. Gartison
 f 

17-7 imagin 

ad. to kno 

r story OH | Garrisen 

tor all wet.” 

Gt timed ont, 

Silvers. 

5 diary 

wil’ 

was not 

because it. is foo 

t, because 

That, of 

f the scenario: 

, 

oo. , Ehus poth 

1d to confirm 

chon, could disprove 

argu ments 

ditor of the 

, ‘assassination. 

puffs 1. know have flying saucers asa, 

os second string to their bow. . oe "journal, Gne-which® both: ° Fidat's fairly 

‘Somewhat to. my. “surprise, I re- recent article aad Richatd Popkin’s 

cently heard from.a reliable source © | Sacond - Oswald” theory were pirb- 

that Jones Harris is still. at work om fished, J have no way of knowing. Bul 

wt dssassination theories. He is reported | Jido. know that not long after Jones 

So, to be wrestling with a sort of “unified: 
Harris mentioned his “Threo Oswald, 

' field’. theory, linking | “most: of the © Two | Ruby” the OLY he took me to 

_ assassinations of recent years. Such a. tanch at PF, ' Clarke’ 5 in New Y ark 

ee aumified theory. would, of course. not. where. the, big evel it was to meet and 

1 only ‘represent a great breakthrough © junch ‘with Bob Silvers. 

ee but, would constitute; in a sense, aioodk should explain, that 1 was not 

move in. the: direction of: greater. entirely jooking ¢ forward to this 

. simplicity: "instead
 of four loners, We. ‘encounter, : because’ by. this time 

‘would have one » mastermind. 
One Popkin: had:

 published. in. The New 

fears, however, that, just as Einstein Vork Review a second and, I thoug aN 

discovered’ insurmountable 
obstacles untenable, article, which sought to still 

in his efforts to. unify. the theories of. the ‘raging picss criticism of Garrison 

os “gravity: * and electromagnetism,
 . the on the grounds that Garrison 2 jad not 

Fobstacles. in. Jones” path will ultie yet. ‘had 
his day in ‘court: Popkin 

ible. to overcome argued that: Garrison might have 

tet’s wait and see. 1 was 

bout what to suy 

pected—he let 

tanch and 

and re’ 

really fave ahr 

ed Stive ts nies 

WwW whether | 

ny. fears wei 

nd’ eae ask: me 

Pas ” 

HU ad 

i asked 

*cortot 

HS 

MA Wan . 

bets ret 
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embarrassing questions. The funch 

went off smoothly, with the whole 

topic of the assassination—perhaps on 

the “don’tlet’s-talk-shop” principle — 

rather pointedly ionored. (I am 

inclined to think as a result of this onc 

cneounter, and reading his magazine, 

that Silvers himsclf is not a conspira- 

torialist.) 

oe 

Three Gunmen on the Grassy Knoll 
anion _ 

About this time Joncs also intro- 

duced me to Lady Jean Campbell, 

then a New York correspondent for 

the London Evening Standard. who, 

shortly after the assassination of 

President Kennedy, had traveled on 

investigative expeditions to Dallas 

with Jones Harris. A week or two 

after having tea with her and Jones 

Worcs i her East Side apartment (was 

there some arcane Shakespearean talk 

over tea? PT believe so, but JT can't be 

sure), she came to Washington, where 

I was then staying, and we went off 

together on our rather hilarious (as it 

now seems) trip to West Virginia in 

fruitless scarch of Kennedy's killers. 

In retrospect, its denoucment was 

enlightening. The background was 

this: | 
Jini Garrison was by this time 

ectting hungry {or arrests, an appetite 

which was then being encouraged by a 

Philadeiphia lawyer named Vincent 

Salandria. 

Virginia trip Salandria came to New 

Orleans and in front of Garrison’s 

entire asscmbled staff—and to their 

dismay --urged the D.A. to go on 

making more and more arrests before 

“they” took over the country ¢n- 

tircly. 
Shortly thereafter Garrison did 

in fact arrest one Edgar Eugene 

Bradicy on the West Coast, charging 

him with the same crime as Clay 

Shaw’s—conspiracy to assassinate the 

President. Ho was never entirely clear 

to us in the D.A.’s office whether this 

was meant to be the same conspiracy 

as Shaw’s or a scparatc onc. Had two 

entirely separate gangs opened fire 

‘simultancously in Dealcy Plaza? That 

The Washington Monthly /March 1975 

Shortly before the West » 

4 

was unlikely, we decided, althoush it 

remained difficult to disccin one scran 

of evidence on which Bradicy lad 

been charged with the crime o: the 

century. (All's well that ends well, 

however. Later I heard that Garrison 

and Bradley became good friends, and 

the D.A. would visit him on his 

frequent peregrinations fo the West 

Coast—a curious turn of events, but 

cestla vie.) 

Garrison. I think, was annoyed by 

how little notice the press took of the 

Bradlcy arrest, and so. like an addict 

who finds his previous dose insuf- 

ficient, he demanded more. I was 

dispatched to West Virginia to inter- 

view—and: above all to photograph— 

one Jack Lawrence. who had been 10 

Dallas on the day of the assassination. 

He had also worked in the automobile 

dealership where the “cocond Oswald” 

put in one of his chostly appearances. 

Lawrenee had feft work early ‘on the 

morning -of the assassination —he told 

the FBI he had gone home to 

rest--and had even parked ‘his car 

somewhere in the areca af ithe now 

infamous “srassy knoll” bordermg 

Dealey Plaza. Some of the salesmen af 

ihe automobile agency had told me 

they thought Lawrence had men 

tioned something about having been 

in New Orleans at some point. The 

plan, therefore, was to get pictures of 

Jack Lawrence fo show to our 

witnesses in New Orleans (some of 

whom were remarkably adept at 

making identifications, especially if 

they had narcotics oF other charges 

hanging over their heads), and then-~ 

who knows—a_ third conspiracy 10 

assassinate the President might well be 

in the works. 

Before Jeaving D.C. IT tented a 

camera. It was one of these affairs 

with a telescopic. tens about a foot 

Jong. My knowledge of haw to Use it 

was only approximate, and, as 1 

fiddled about with the contrantion 

trying to make it work, I remember 

thinking how sorcly T lneked the 

expertise of the “Agency” boys over 

at Langley whom Garrison was always 

expatiating on, and who, no doubt,” 
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have been laboring. for months, or . 

years, in her Carme] retreat, for she 

arrived loaded with weighty parcels 

and packages of documents precari- 

ously knotted together with string, 

and she proceeded to unfold a chart 

that more than covered my cntire 

desktop. It delincated in copious 

detail the relationships amone the 

Whitc Russian community in Dallas. 

(Oswaid had been befricnded by one 

of its members. a geologist named 

George de Mohrenschildt—suspicious! 

And don’t forget Oswald's wife was 

Russian.) 

Mrs. Brussel} reminded me of 

Margaret Rutherford playing amateur 

detective in a British thnller; she was 

obviously proud of her comprehensive 

and multi-colored chart—which at first 

- (and subsequent) glance seemed to 

link everyone togethicr like 0 

diagrams showing the hicrarchies of 

power in a complex Gencral Motors. 

30sc flow 

Directory Assistance 

In assassination circles, onc of the 

main linkage factors is what Garrison 

loved to call “propinquity.” If two 

people jive: near onc another, say 

within four or five blocks, it’s 

suspicious. If they live closer, they are 

_ “linked.” If they live at opposite ends 

of the city, get a_list of friends of 

each. Two such friends are almost 

bound to live in the same block, or 

even know cach other. Presto! The 

link. 
City directories are indispensable 

tools for conspiratorialists; Garrison 

would spend hours poring over the 

New Orlcans phone book, totally 

absorbed by it. Onc day he looked up 

at me from his city directory and said: 

“Sooner or later, because people are 

lazy, you catch them out on propin- 

quity.” TIc also wrote two memos 

entitled ‘‘Time and Propinquity, 

Factors in Phase Two,” which arc, J 

should think, classics of their kind. 

1. knew all about propinquity 

because I had done some so-called . 

investigation in that field during an 

earlicr trip to Dallas. There was 

The Washington Monthly/March 1975 

another fellow in the Dallas White 

Russian community called Gcorge 

Bouhc, who knew de Mohrenschildt. 

who knew Oswald.... A little WOTK 

with the city directory. turncd up the 

fact that Bouhe once lived oppo- 

site... Jack Ruby. There you have an 

Oswatd-Ruby link based on propin- 

quily. 

Would I “check out” this link? The 

boss was interested. his chief investi- 

eator. Louis Ivon, told me. Sure, I said. 

So T went to the Bouhe address. and 

there was the housc--opposite the 

Ruby house. (Ruby was dead by this 

time, and Bouhe might have been too. 

for all I knew.) I wasn't quite sure if J 

should hide in the laurel bushes and 

try to peer into the Bouhe dining 

room. or what. Eventually F gave up 

on the whole thing and phoned New 

Orlcans collect. _ 

“Sam Spade here,” I said. In the 

office I was known by the jnappropri- 

ate code name of Sam Spade--one of 

Garrison’s jokes, 1 think. Ivon, one of 

the .mosi laconic and nou-committal 

men | have ever met, answered. 

“Ub-huh,” he said. “Tell the boss I 

checked out that icad—nothing to it.” 

“Uh-huh.” Almost invariably in these 

cases Garrison would have forgotten 

all about it anyway and moved on to 

some other “‘arca’’, such as the 

“involvement” of H.L. Hunt (whose 

code name was “Harry. Blue”’— for 

“true blue’) in the assassination. 

After calling in, my day’s work 

done, 1 would usually visit my 

uitra-conservative friends in Dallas--in 

their case so ultra that they had at one 

time been members of the Minute- 

men. Usually they would be in the 

back room—studying city directorics. 

This is worth mentioning because 

it brings out another aspect of 

conspiratorialism: normal idcological 

labcis do not apply to truc conspiracy 

belicvers. I know I have spoken here 

of “left-wing” conspiracies and “right- 

wing” conspiracics, but this is mislead- 

ing. Truc conspiratorialists arc on 

neither the left nor the right, but are 

united on some other dimension 

entircly. Garrison was in some ways a 
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icft-wing idcologist fhe used to pride 

himself, for example, on his refusal to 

disce™m a Communist conspiracy in 

the Kennedy assassination, and he 

mocked J. Edgar Hoover's Obsession 

‘with Communism, saying that Coin- 

munists were like unicoms, everyone 

had heard of them but nobody had 

ever scen one). Nonetheless he was 

always on good terms with con- 

spiracy-minded 
right-wingers. an 

they with him. When conspiracy 

discussions really got going, the 

ideological bent of the participants 

was cheerfully overlooked; it was 

unimportant, after all, compared to 

the joy of discovering linkages. von 

nections, and overlaps. Moreover. in 

the end all were prepared to agree that 

the spectral “they”? who controlled 

the nation were ‘nimical to left and 

right alike. 

1 think 1] can hear someone saying 

ut this point. “But some times there 

really are couspiracics.”” Truc enough. 

In fact, a famous conspiracy trial has 

just been successfully prosecuted in 

Washington, D.C. The Watergate cover 

up was a conspiracy, and has probably 

occasioned = the revived interest in 

conspiracics, just as the “credibility 

gap” of seven years ago played a part 

in arousing interest in conspiracies 

then. But the point shout Watergate 1s 

that there was plenty of evidence 0 

conspiracy almost from die word 

“99.” The conspiratorialist, 
oO the 

other hand, can perceive a ecuspiracy 

on no evidence at all. In the most 

extreme case—the Flat-Earther--the 

conspiracy iS trumped up as 4 means 

of enabling him to belicve what he 

wants to believe, namely, the existence 

of a flat carth. 
ee 

Putting Together a New Puzzic 

In the case of the assassination of 

President Kennedy there is practically 

no evidence whatsoever of a con- 

spiracy, and by far the most plausible 

(and simplest) hy pothesis is that a 

single, unaided assassin —Lec Harvey 

Oswald—shot the President. Yet the 

conspiratorialists
 will believe anything 
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rather than believe this. 

After studying this assassination 

for a Jong time an analogy finally 

occured to mc, but | soon found thet 

it did not appeal to conspitacy 

theorists. The analogy is that of the 

jigsaw puzzle. 

Reconstructing 
the assassination, 

as the FBI did. by interviewing a large 

number of. people, is like reconstruct 

ing a picture by puiting together a 

large number of jigsaw puzzic picces. 

If one puts these “nieces” together on 

the hypothesis of a lone assassin. ene 

finds that most of the pieces Hit quite 

well, and only a few pieces have to be 

discarded = (¢-2- “second Oswald” 

pieces.) But. unfortunately. the picecs 

don’t quite fit exactly. There are bad 

joints here and there (occasioned by 

faulty memory as much as anything 

else}, and it is these that the 

conspiratorialist 
seizes on. He pic 

ceeds to discard the entire “bone 

assassin” puzzle 3s 4 result. and 

proposes 4, new one involving 3 

conspiracy. His puzzle has. perhaps. 

the advantage of not having batt 

joints, but at the expense of the pieccs 

themselves: his puzzle is. in reality. 4 

plank. to be filied in largely by hus 

owl imagination. 

That is what is wrong with the 

Langman-Cockbu
rn erilique of, the 

Robert Kennedy assassination 4S pub- 

lished in Harper's. Tacy expect all the 

pieces to fil perfectly~everyen
e s 

recollections to be comple tcly consist 

ent- hardly realistic when one i 

dealing with humans. The suggestie® 

that the imperfed interlocks whee
! 

of ballistics evidence OF CYC WIRES | 

recollection—in any way imply 

assussin other than Sirhan Sirhan is 

fect, remarkably foolish. 

Be that as it may. MY jigsaw. pure 

analogy made Httle headway with dacs 

Garrison and the conspiTalorjalists 
- 

his cutourasc. Kor them it 

precisely the blank puzzle the fait 4 

rasa—that was so much fun to whey 

ground with. How well Pde pei: | 

the interminable CONVE rsa Ons abo! 

whether this oF that person ™ i 

“involved.” 
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. “Hey, what if’ so-and-so “was 

involved?” one mightsay. 207 | 

“Oh, he was ‘involved all right,” - 

another would answer with the: same 

confidence with which one “might 

assert that hé had brown hair. oe” 

“Had: tobe,” a, third would ‘add 

knowingly: oe 
- te, 

voy 

ere “Involved’’? What If Nixon W 

\ Garrison had such a vivid imagina- 

tion ‘that he was the acknowledged 

master of this, type of colloquy. He: 

could all, but hypnotize his audicnee. 

Once,”, for instance, he not only 

entertained. the dubious proposition 

that all the residents of, the 4900 

block of Magazine Strect in New 

Orleans (where Oswald had: briefly 

rented an apartment) were CIA 

agents, living in. “safe houses”: owned 

by the CIA, but even .seemed to 

convirice: some of his followers for a 

while that it was tre. G0 
_ 1 rernember. having dinner once 

with Garrison and a few others at a 

French Quarter: réstaurant in late 

involved,” Garrison said at ont point 

indicate the space they would fill). 

i ful idea,” his mother said: 

everyone that Jenkins was involved. © 

son had forgotten alta 

? 

i 
‘ 
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samsaennsig ses GS UE 

1967. . Surprisingly, _ his mother was: 

with. .us at the «table.» A large and 

irnposing woman, ‘she ‘gat at’ the. 

opposite end .of the ‘table from 

Garrison; . Mark Lane, the author of 

Rush to Judgment, was also present. 

“What .if Walter Jenkins were. 

anid then proceeded to elaborate on 

4 _ this scenario.. “Perhaps I should arrest 

him. Can. you~ imagine’ the head- 

lines...” (holding up his hands to 

| . “Oh, Jim, T think, that’s a wonder 

"By the:end of the evening I think 

Garrison ‘had more or less convinced 

_ But typically, the next day Gatti 

/ °. ‘heswas playing ‘around with. another 

' gcendrio, this one. involving . Allen 

“Dullés, who .was thought ‘certainly to 

‘be “involved.” Garrison’s, plan was :to 

fave ...Dulles | arrested along | with. 

~ Gordon Novel, a former employce of | 

“Garrison’s who had absconded . with « 

some potentially damaging evidence 

against his former boss. Roth Novel 

and. Dulles: smoked pipes, and for- 

some reason, Garrison. was amusing 

himself that day by imagining their 

photos side by side in the papers— 

both of them solemnly smoking pipes. 

After a day or two of this, 

Garrison would usually retire into the 

‘sauna baths of . the New Orleans 

Athletic Club for several days at a 

stretch. Affer one such recuperation 

he returned to my office with a brief 

one-act play he had written about a 

zany king who held court wearing 

roller. skates. [ was quite touched that 

he brought it over for my erusal. For — 

4 while [ kept it in my big filing 
as 

Kennedy (a suspect until his death). 

the CIA (always known as “the 

company’), HL. Hunt, Paramilitary 

Organizations, Edgar Bugene Bradley. 

Jack Lawrence, the Minutemen, LBJ, 

‘and many, many others. In the end, fT 

pelieve, the play was lost, or perhaps 

~ Garrison retrieved it. 

pletely faded from his.inind. 

D4, 

cabinet along with the files on Lee 

Harvey Oswald, Clay Shaw, Robert - 

A tot of people have asked me if I 

“think Garrison was crazy. My answer 

is that he was no crazier than a lot of 

‘other people [ve known. He was 

‘ceftainly sane enough at: the ‘time 

when, shortly after losing interest in 

the Kennedy affair, he was twice 

charged with federal crimes. He 

displayed great acumen in wriggling 

free of both indictments. His. pre-trial 

maneuvering was particularly innova- 

tive. At one point he had himself 

indicted by the Orleans Parish Grand 

Jury and charged with ‘the state 

version of the federal crime. His plan 

was. to, win a speedy acquittal for 

himself in 4 compliant state court and © 

then claim’ “double jeopardy” when. +: 

the federal trial «began: It raised» 

bout it. By then eyebrows eveti in New Orleans.. Ta 

1973 he ran: again for yeclection as 

D.A.,; but. narrowly, lost. mainly 

‘because: he didn’t bother to campaign. 
“Today he is doing well as a defease 7. 

attorney; and ['m sure that the Whole 2. 

subject ‘of assassinations has con ba 

: 49 s. a 


